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IntroductionIntroduction
Scooby Inu is a community driven Memecoin of Global value. It
features the hilarious iconic character, Scooby Doo as its leading
role. 
Scooby loves snacks and when is a good boy he is rewarded with 
Scooby Snack Rewards! 
The token is based on the Ethereum Chain. To support $SCOOBY,
we have an in-house Industry leading Marketing Team to drive it
to success! We will ensure users have access to safe and
completely decentralized finance, aimed at giving the power for
wealth back to where it belongs – In the hands of the people.
Through harnessing the complete potential of community,
positive energy and the Power of Blockchain, Scooby Inu will be
the next Meme Hero of 2023.



ObjectivesObjectives
Build a Community
Driven DeFi Project

Explosive Marketing 

We aim to create a DeFi project which gives
power back to its community, fully community
driven and responds to the needs of its holders.

Use industry leading Marketing strategies to
formulate and implement the most explosive
entry to the Market DeFi has seen.

Global Community
Build a Global Community with resources tailored
to suit and reflect all backgrounds and ensure
accessibility is a key driving focus of the project.



CHART PUMPCHART PUMP

Project
Aims
Marketing
Marketing and Partnerships will be a
key focus of the project with many
alliances already made. With the
powerful connections we have made
in DeFi, we can propel $Scooby across
the Market. 

ObjectiveObjective

ActionAction

RewardReward

Be a Good BoyBe a Good Boy

Hold on to BagHold on to Bag



Project
Aims 2
Community Building
We will use common industry
methods and fun and engaging
strategies to build our holder count
and community. We will educate our
holders with more knowledge on
trading and how to best position
themselves to benefit the project
longevity and their wallets. Daily
games, competitions and giveaways
will be used to hold the attention of
our holders. 



Scooby Inu

ERC20

$ SCOOBY

ETH

UniSwap

100 Billion 

3% Buys and Sells

Token Name: 

Type:

Symbol:

Chain:

Swap: 

Total Supply: 

Tax:

BURN
50.7%

PRESALE
32.9%

LIQUIDITY
16.4%

TAX 3% 

3% 
Marketing 0 TEAM TOKENS
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SCOOBYNOMICS



Ruff Ruff.

@scoobyinunofficial www.scoobyinu.co@ethscoobyinu

Let's Moon Scooby.

https://twitter.com/ETHScoobyInu

